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you will be doing a very great deal to check the spread of
this scourge.
Malaria is more difficult. Some of the unnecessary
collections1 of water that might breed mosquitoes have
been dealt with in pp. 46-8. Even a broken potsherd
will hold enough water in the rains to spread malaria !
The housewife must see that none can breed in her water
pots ; every week these must all be emptied. Every sort
of depression must be watched and if it can't be filled, it
must be drained or oiled. Borrow-pits for roads and other
earthwork are favourite breeding places and must either
be connected up with each other and drained or treated
with oil or Paris green during the mosquito season. They
must never be dug near human habitations. Even so, do
what we will, mosquitoes will turn up from somewhere, so
that mosquito-nets are not luxuries but necessities for the
wise villager.2 One good dose of fever during sowing or
harvest time costs more than a net each for the whole
family. Don't think that one net, for the breadwinner, is
enough. Everybody must have one. The mosquito's first
choice is the children, and once there is any one in the
compound with malaria germs in his blood, all are in danger.
The mosquito gets his poison from the blood of someone
with fever, or who still has the germs in his blood. Once,
therefore, you have a fever patient in the neighbourhood,
you may be sure that the mosquitoes will find an oppor-
tunity of biting him. That will put the poison into the
1	The   deep   village   pond   does   not   usually breed   malarial
mosquitoes;   but shallow pools and edges are favourite places for
their larvae and they must be kept free of grass weeds and puddles.
So must wells and canal channels in the neighbourhood of villages
and farms.    See also pp. 277 (11), 283 (11).
2	Good cheap mosquito-nets are made by co-operative societies
of weavers and sold by the Industrial Assistant Registrar of Co-
operative Societies, Lahore.

